Recent advances in ab initio direct methods have enabled the solution of crystal structures of small proteins from native X-ray data alone, that is, without the use of fragments of known structure or the need to prepare heavy-atom or selenomethionine derivatives, provided that the data are available to atomic resolution. These methods are also proving to be useful for locating the selenium atoms or other anomalous scatterers in the multiple wavelength anomalous diffraction phasing of larger proteins at lower resolution.
Introduction
In an X-ray diffraction experiment, the intensities of the reflections are measured, but it is not normally practicable to measure their relative phases. Unfortunately, the calculation of an electron density map, which provides an interpretable picture of a molecule, requires both intensities and phases. The standard methods of solving this problem, known as the 'crystallographic phase problem', for macromolecules involve either using a closely related structure as a search fragment (molecular replacement) or preparing isomorphous heavy-atom derivatives (multiple isomorphous replacement, MIR). The latter method, although of enormous historical significance, often requires considerable patience and skill. It can be particularly frustrating when no related structure is available for molecular replacement (sometimes even an NMRderived structure of the same protein does not work) and when no suitable heavy-atom derivative can be prepared. An alternative approach that is gaining rapidly in popularity is MAD (multiple wavelength anomalous diffraction) phasing; at the cost of extra time spent in the wet lab expressing and crystallising a protein with its methionine residues replaced by selenomethionine and with very careful synchrotron measurements of the reflection intensities at three or more different X-ray wavelengths, an electron density map can be obtained in a more routine manner. Even MAD phasing involves a hidden phase problem, however, as it can prove to be difficult to find the selenium atoms when there are more than about 20 crystallographically independent sites and without these atoms to provide reference phases, no map can be calculated.
Small-molecule structures of up to about 100 unique atoms (not including hydrogen) are routinely solved using socalled 'direct methods', without the use of such subterfuges; all that is required is a single set of native diffraction intensities, which is needed anyway for the refinement of the structure. These direct methods use sophisticated probability theory and the assumption of approximately equal, resolved atoms to estimate reflection phases from the measured intensities. This is a way of exploiting the fact that a crystal structure is over-determined at atomic resolution, that is, there are many more measured intensities than parameters that are necessary to describe an atomic model. Until very recently, only a handful of unknown structures with over 200 unique atoms had been solved using direct methods, so extending them to solving the structures of typical macromolecules with thousands of atoms did not look promising.
A crucial breakthrough came in 1993, with the introduction of dual-space iteration, also known as 'Shake-and-Bake', by the Buffalo group (in particular Weeks, Miller, Hauptman and colleagues) [1] . This overall strategy has been implemented in two computer programs, SnB (Miller, Weeks and co-workers) [ [7,8 • ] ; the latter has acquired the appropriate name 'HalfBaked'. We will concentrate here on developments since the publication of the review by Hauptman [9] in this journal. For a full review of 'conventional' direct methods, that is, up to the Shake-and-Bake revolution, we recommend the chapter by Giacovazzo [10] . We should mention that a full account of dual-space methods, giving much more mathematical detail than is possible here, will appear soon [11] . An alternative approach, based on Karle-Hauptman determinants [12] , that is also able to solve larger structures than conventional direct methods was implemented in the program CRUNCH by De Graaff and co-workers [13 •• ] and has been reviewed recently in this journal [14 • ].
In keeping with recent practice, we will use the term 'direct methods' to refer to methods for solving the phase problem using probability theory and 'ab initio' for methods that employ native data only, without the use of phase information from isomorphous derivatives or from anomalous scattering. Ab initio methods may exploit general features of protein structure, such as the presence of solvent or disulfide bridges, but may not use specific structural information in the form of a search fragment from a related structure. Thus, the use of the Shake-and-Bake procedure in the location of selenium atoms from MAD data is an application of direct methods, but not ab initio methods. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the procedure that is common to dual-space recycling methods. Each trial starts Advances in direct methods for protein crystallography Isabel Usón and George M Sheldrick* with a new set of random atoms. It is possible to constrain the starting atoms in various ways: the type and number of atoms; consistency with the Patterson function (which is calculated from the measured reflection intensities without the need for phase information) [15] ; interatomic distance restrictions and so on. Phases are calculated from the starting atoms and different strategies can be applied in reciprocal space to try to improve these phases; this half of the procedure is referred to as 'shaking'. The two strategies most frequently applied are minimisation of the minimal function and using the tangent formula.
Dual-space recycling methods
The minimal function [1, 16] is the weighted mean square difference between the current and statistically expected cosines of the sums of three phases. These phase triplets must be chosen such that their reflection indices add up to zero in reciprocal space. Any minimisation algorithm could be used, but, in practice, the parameter shift method [17] has the advantage of simplicity and gives good results; each phase may be shifted once or twice by a given value and the shifted phases are adopted if they lead to a reduction in the minimal function. Usually, phase shifts of 90° are employed, but sometimes -especially for space group P1 -larger shifts are required [6] . This is the default algorithm in the SnB program.
The tangent formula [18] forms the basis of most conventional direct methods programs, either to refine all the phases or in a Karle-type tangent expansion [19] to derive phases for the remaining reflections from the phases that are best determined by the current atoms. The latter is the default in SHELXD.
A map is then calculated using the improved phases, combined with normalised structure factors (E values) derived from the observed intensities and searched for the highest peaks that are considered to be possible atoms. In this realspace half of the procedure ('baking'), the following three strategies have been most widely employed:
1. Simply select the highest N peaks as atoms, where N is the expected number of unique nonhydrogen atoms, usually ignoring the solvent. This is the current default in SnB. Optionally, the atoms may be assigned different element types, for example, for a protein, the highest peaks might be assigned as sulfur, followed by oxygen and so on.
2. Peaklist optimisation [15] . The list of N peaks is scanned twice from bottom to top, testing each atom in turn. The atom is eliminated if this leads to the improvement of a figure of merit, such as the correlation coefficient between observed and calculated normalised structure factors (E obs and E calc ). Although this method works, it is inefficient for large structures, because it requires more computer time than the other two methods.
Random omit maps (GM Sheldrick, unpublished data).
A given percentage -say 30% -of the top N peaks are deleted at random. This turns out to be a surprisingly effective search algorithm when combined with tangent expansion and it also requires the least computer time. This is the default in SHELXD.
The remaining atoms are then used to calculate new phases and start a new cycle. The optimum number of cycles per trial is structure-dependent, but a value of about N/2 is usually suitable [3 •• ] . Dual-space recycling is always performed using only the largest normalised structure factors (E values) (about 10-20% of the total data), firstly because the minimal function and tangent formula are only valid for large E values and secondly because it results in a substantial saving in computer time. Even so, the procedure is computationally expensive and would not be practicable without the recent improvement in computer performance.
A figure of merit is needed to identify possible solutions and also hopeless trials (ideally, at an early stage), so that they can be either pursued or discarded and the next trial started with the generation of a new set of random starting atoms. Suitable figures of merit are the minimal function (provided that it is calculated with the phases derived from the atoms, before phase refinement), the crystallographic R factor between E obs and E calc , or the correlation coefficient based on all the data [20] . Only promising trials are Table 1 provides a list of structures with more than 250 independent atoms that have been solved using Shake-and-Bake-based methods. The list is incomplete because some unpublished structures have been left out at the request of those involved. Some previously unknown structures (prior to the advent of Shake-and-Bake) had defeated conventional methods despite exhaustive attempts. So far, the largest structure solved that contains no atom heavier than sulfur is triclinic lysozyme with 1001 protein atoms, first solved using SHELXD and, shortly afterwards, using SnB [23] . The largest unknown structure with no atom heavier than sulfur is the peptide antibiotic mersacidin; although there are only 20 amino acids in the molecule, it crystallises with six independent molecules, so that its diffraction properties are similar to those of a 120-residue protein. The presence of heavier elements, such as iron in haem groups or iron-sulfur clusters, allows larger structures to be solved, the record so far being 2024 protein atoms in a cytochrome c 3 [24] . It is to be expected that structures with more atoms will become amenable to direct methods as computers become more powerful. The resolution limit seems to be a tougher barrier and, as structures get bigger, they tend to diffract to lower resolution anyway. Most of the structures that were solved diffracted to 1.1 Å or better; however, this limit can be relaxed somewhat if a few heavy atoms are present, especially if they possess the lowest B values in the structure, as is often the case.
Recent successes of dual-space recycling methods

An example of the solution of a small protein
The 55 amino acid protein hirustasin [25] provides an example of a successful ab initio solution after molecular replacement and heavy-atom methods had failed, even though an isomorphous gold derivative had been prepared. It subsequently also proved to be possible to solve the structure independently using the gold derivative and the program SHARP [26] , despite difficulties arising from the pseudosymmetric gold position. The SHELXD program was able to solve the structure using either of the two native data sets (1.2 Å low temperature and 1.4 Å room temperature). The structure, which contains five disulfide Advances in direct methods for protein crystallography Usón and Sheldrick 645 *Previously known structures (prior to the advent of Shake-and-Bake). † N(mol) is the number of unique nonhydrogen atoms in the protein or other molecules being investigated. ‡ N(+solv) is N(mol) plus the number of unique nonhydrogen atoms in the solvent. § N(heavy) is the number and type of the atoms heavier than oxygen. # When two numbers are given, the second indicates the lowest resolution at which truncated data have yielded a solution. ** The program codes are SnB (S) and SHELXD (D). † † Reference numbers are only given when the details of the structure solution by dual-space methods are given in the paper.
bridges, could even be solved with data truncated to 1.55 Å. Figure 2 shows the final model in the area of residues 37-40 and maps at different stages of the structure determination, based on the 1.4 Å room temperature data. The map in Figure 2a , calculated with normalised structure factors and the ab initio phases, shows the location of the majority of the atoms in the structure. Easier to trace, although less sharp, is the sigma-A-weighted map [27] in Figure 2b , calculated after isotropic B-value refinement of all of the atoms in the unexpurgated ab initio solution. The quality of the ab initio maps is striking if one bears in mind that they are generated using an automatic objective computational procedure from the native data alone; no assumptions about protein structure have been made, so they are entirely free of 'model bias'. The second, 1.2 Å low temperature map is very similar to the sigma-Aweighted 2mF o -DF c map [27] after structure refinement that is shown in Figure 2c , the correlation between the two being 0.81 and the mean phase difference being 26°.
Finding the selenium atoms in multiple wavelength anomalous diffraction phasing
Locating the positions of the selenium atoms or other anomalous scatterers is an essential step in the MAD approach to the phase problem [28 • ]. Both conventional small-molecule direct methods programs and automated Patterson function have been successfully employed to find the selenium atoms, but both methods run into problems for larger proteins when the number of selenium atoms exceeds about 20 (about one residue in 50 is methionine, so this corresponds approximately to a 1000 amino acid protein). Conventional direct methods require relatively complete data and are easily upset by individual aberrant reflection intensities; MAD data tend to be noisy and incomplete. When the anomalous scatterers are located using purely Patterson methods, each successive atom found is subject to coordinate errors that accumulate and degrade the solution when many atoms need to be located. It seems that dual-space direct methods are rather effective for solving such problems and both SnB and SHELXD have been successfully applied to structures with 20 to 70 independent seleniums. Most of these structures were solved using data to about 3 Å resolution, although it appears to be possible to find at least some of the anomalous scatterers at lower resolution. The Patterson function is still very useful both in the generation of starting atoms and in identifying the correct selenium atoms in the structure [29] . The location of the sulfur atoms and chloride ions in triclinic lysozyme using SHELXD from the single-wavelength (1.5 Å) anomalous differences [30] suggests that it may not always be necessary to incorporate selenium!
Conclusions
Dual-space direct methods are capable of solving small protein structures (up to approximately 1000 independent protein atoms) and other macromolecular structures of similar size, provided that native data are available to atomic resolution, which, in practice, usually means 1.2 Å or better (hirustasin was not typical in this respect). The size of the structure is less important than the resolution of the data and, as computers become faster, size should present even less of a problem.
The wARP procedure [14 • ,21,22] currently requires approximately correct starting phases, but it then provides automated model extension involving the iterative location of potential atoms in difference maps and their refinement against the native data; poorly defined atoms are rejected and the cycle repeated. This procedure appears to give good results down to about 2.3 Å resolution, so an integration of the Shake-and-Bake and wARP algorithms has the potential to solve structures from the native data alone at more normal protein resolutions, albeit at enormous computational cost. Another promising, but computationally expensive, approach to reducing dependence on atomic resolution would be to search for groups of atoms (e.g. a piece of α helix), rather than for individual atoms, in the real-space stage [31] . Recent improvements in synchrotron beam-lines, cryocrystallography and area detectors make it easier to collect data to high resolution, so we anticipate that it will become increasingly common to solve protein structures using ab initio direct methods, even though these methods may never reach the omnipotence that they have achieved in small-molecule structure determination.
